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a b s t r a c t
The accurate determination of the electron yield of a metastable projectile Auger state necessitates the
careful evaluation of the corresponding effective solid angle, i.e. the geometrical solid angle convoluted
with the decay time of the metastable state. Recently, we presented (Doukas et. al., 2015) SIMION
Monte Carlo type simulations of the effective solid angle for long lived projectile Auger states (lifetime
s  109 —105 s) recorded by a hemispherical spectrograph with injection lens and position sensitive
detector in the direction of the projectile ion. These results are important for the accurate evaluation
of the 1s2s2p 4 P=2 P ratio of K-Auger cross sections whose observed non-statistical production by electron
capture into He-like ions, recently a ﬁeld of interesting interpretations, awaits ﬁnal resolution. Here we
expand and systematize our investigation using the same techniques to expose universal behaviors of the
effective solid angle covering life times of 1s2s2p 4 P states for all ﬁrst row ions. Our results are also
compared to purely geometrical calculations of the solid angle that omit the lensing effects and serve
as a benchmark for a deeper insight into the effect.
Ó 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
High resolution Auger electron spectroscopy and in particular
zero-degree Auger projectile spectroscopy (ZAPS) has made considerable progress in obtaining information on both the atomic
structure and the collision dynamics of multiply excited atomic
states over the last few decades [1,2]. A persistent problem in such
measurements is the determination of the contribution from metastable states to the measured Auger electron yields due to their
inherent long lifetime. Indeed, in ZAPS setups, where the electron
spectrometer lies in the path of the projectile and the electrons
are measured at 0° with respect to the beam direction, the excited
metastable projectile states decay all along the ion path towards
the spectrometer and therefore the overall electron detection solid
angle varies signiﬁcantly with the position of electron emission
resulting in an important correction to the measured 0 electron
yield. Until recently, this correction has been treated purely
⇑ Corresponding author.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nimb.2015.07.006
0168-583X/Ó 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

geometrically, by computing the subtended solid angle averaged
over the path length and weighted by the time decay of the metastable state [1,3,4]. Such an approach can be in principle applied
only to spectrometers that do not have focusing elements at their
entrance. Thus, spectrographs equipped with a focusing/preretardation entry lens, as for example state-of-the-art hemispherical deﬂector analyzers (HDA) [5], do not allow for such a straightforward geometrical correction treatment of the solid angle.
Recently, we published an investigation based on a Monte Carlo
type calculation within the SIMION 8.1 [6] charged particle optics
simulation environment to treat the problem of the accurate determination of the solid angle correction factor for our HDA which has
a 4-element injection lens [7–10] and also uses a 2-dimensional
position sensitive detector (PSD) instead of an exit slit [11]. In this
report, we expand and systematize our investigation on the effective solid angle utilizing the same SIMION Monte Carlo approach to
expose universal behaviors covering the life times of 1s2s2p 4 P
states for all ﬁrst row ions. In our results we also include purely
geometrical correction calculations that omit the lensing effects
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and serve as a benchmark for a deeper insight into the correction
problem.
Such studies are important in the accurate determination of the
electron yield of all metastable states. A particular well-known
example is the 1s2s2p 4 P state whose production has been studied
by ZAPS for many processes [1,3,12–17]. Recently, this state has
again attracted interest in its formation by electron capture in collisions of He-like ions with various targets [4,18–21]. In particular,

made and found to be adequately represented by the value
L ¼ s0 þ 6 mm [11], with s0 the distance of the center of the gas cell
to the lens entry.
Similarly for a prompt state, i.e. a state with a fast Auger
de-excitation that decays entirely inside the gas cell,

the ratio R ¼ 1s2s2p 4 P=2 P of cross sections, expected by statistical
arguments to have the value of R ¼ 2, has been reported to have
much larger measured values [18,19], lending itself to various
explanations as to the involved mechanisms [19–21]. Clearly, the
accurate determination of the effective solid angle is very
important in the correct evaluation of R.

where the solid angle DX0 ðsÞ for point source emission into the lens
entry aperture of radius r at distance s is given by:

2. The correction factor Gs
The detailed mathematical simulation of the correction factor
Gs has been presented in Ref. [11] and can be summarized as follows: Initially, a realistic extended source is assumed representing
the gas cell where all the projectile states are populated in collisions of the incoming ion beam with the gas target. The projectile
states are then allowed to decay starting from the production point
inside the gas cell up to the area of the spectrometer entry, which
in our case coincides with the entrance of the focusing/deceleration lens as illustrated in Fig. 1. Therefore, since the source of electron emission extends over the path of the ion on its way to the
spectrometer, the solid angle varies depending on two terms: (i)
the geometrical term, resulting in an increase of the acceptance
solid angle for projectiles decaying closer to the lens entrance,
and (ii) the temporal term, resulting in a decrease of the population
of the excited projectiles along the projectile path towards the
spectrometer. In this geometry, the solid angle is termed effective
to distinguish it from the solid angle of a point source.
Thus, the effective solid angle for a metastable state moving
with projectile ion velocity V p with life time s averaged over the
length Lc of the gas cell is written [11]
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signiﬁcant contributions to the overall electron line shape can be
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Fig. 1. Schematic of integration region. N 0 ions enter the gas cell (left) with velocity
0
V p and get excited between z0 and z0 þ dz . Assuming a long life time s, the excited
ionic state travels a further distance z before it decays emitting an Auger electron at
angle h which enters the lens and is eventually energy analyzed by the HDA (not
shown). The ions traverse the entire lens and part of the HDA, exiting at the back of
the HDA and ﬁnally collected in a Faraday cup (FC) used for beam normalization.
The length L marks the part of the ion trajectory over which emitted electrons
contribute to the Auger line shape with non-negligible intensity. Lc denotes the
length of the gas cell.
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Then, the correction factor Gs for the effective solid angle for a certain long-lived Auger state is simply the ratio between the effective
solid angle of the metastable state to that of the same, but as if it
was prompt, i.e.

Gs ¼ Gs ðL; V p s; s0 ; Lc Þ  DXðL; V p s; Lc Þ=DX0 ðs0 ; Lc Þ

ð4Þ

Here we evaluate this ratio using the SIMION Monte Carlo
approach since the focusing element of our spectrograph does
not allow for a straightforward geometrical estimation as opposed
to spectrometers without focusing elements at their entry. The
approach is detailed in Ref. [11]. In brief, at each point of the cylindrical shape ionic trajectory z, a number of emitted electrons is
determined according to the product of the temporal term and
the geometrical term in Eq. (1) and then multiplied by a starting
indicative number N i that determines the total number of electrons
to be ﬂown. The simulated electrons are emitted from ions having
kinetic energies between 0.5 and 2 MeV/amu and an Auger energy
of 229.64 eV corresponding to the C3+ (1s2s2p 4 P) state decaying to
the C4+ (1s2 ) ground state. Then the laboratory kinetic energy of the
Auger electron is determined according to velocity addition
kinematics [11]. Moreover, the electrons are emitted within a cone
distribution angle h deﬁned either by the lens aperture of radius r
at distance s or the maximum kinematically allowed angle hmax if
the computed h is found to be larger than hmax . Only monoenergetic
electrons were utilized since the width of the metastable states is
very small (<leV) and can be safely neglected in this study. The
lifetime s, depending on the J-substate and ion species lies
between 0.1 and 6500 ns, is assigned to each generated electron
group. The chosen temporal range is in accordance to the realistic
lifetimes of the 1s2s2p 4 P j (J = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2) for atomic numbers
3 6 Z 6 10. Indeed, in Table 1, we present the results of theoretical
calculations performed for the above cases including the Auger and
X-ray rates.
The bound and continuum state wavefunctions, used to calculate the radiative and radiationless decay rates, were provided by
the multi-conﬁguration Dirac–Fock (MCDF) code of Desclaux and
Indelicato [22,23]. The code was used in the single-conﬁguration
approach, with the Breit interaction and the vacuum polarization
terms included in the self-consistent ﬁeld calculation, and other
QED effects, such as self-energy, included as perturbations
[24,25]. The radiationless transitions were analysed considering a
two-step process, in which the decay is independent from the capture event. Thus, the two electrons do not interact with each other
and the core hole state interacts very weakly with the continuum
electron, allowing for the transition rates to be calculated from perturbation theory. The continuum-state wavefunctions were
obtained by solving the Dirac–Fock equations using the atomic
potential of the initial state, and were normalized to represent
one ejected electron per unit energy.
Noticing that the two variables, V p and s, appear as a product in
Eq. (1) we performed the study as a function of the universal variable V p s which has dimensions of length and thus can be
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Table 1
Theoretical calculations of Auger rates W A , X-ray rates W X and lifetimes s of the 1s2s2p 4 P j states (J = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2) for atomic numbers 3 6 Z 6 10. Numbers in square brackets
stand for powers of 10.
Z

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

4

4

P 1=2

4

P 3=2

P 5=2

W A ðs1 Þ

W X ðs1 Þ

s ðnsÞ

W A ðs1 Þ

W X ðs1 Þ

s ðnsÞ

W A ðs1 Þ

W X ðs1 Þ

s ðnsÞ

8.93[6]
4.98[7]
1.51[8]
3.39[8]
6.43[8]
1.08[9]
1.66[9]
2.41[9]

2.43[2]
1.19[4]
1.78[5]
1.45[6]
8.11[6]
3.49[7]
1.24[8]
3.80[8]

112.04
20.08
6.62
2.94
1.54
0.90
0.56
0.36

4.81[6]
2.51[7]
6.85[7]
1.37[8]
2.23[8]
3.09[8]
3.64[8]
3.90[8]

7.37[2]
3.32[4]
4.79[5]
3.83[5]
2.12[7]
9.06[7]
3.21[8]
9.85[8]

207.66
39.82
14.49
7.10
4.10
2.50
1.46
0.73

1.56[5]
9.40[5]
3.23[6]
8.22[6]
1.76[7]
3.36[7]
5.87[7]
9.52[7]

1.38[1]
3.52[2]
3.35[3]
1.91[4]
7.95[4]
2.66[5]
7.56[5]
1.91[6]

6396.90
1062.98
308.89
121.36
56.46
29.57
16.83
10.29

straightforwardly compared to the dimensions of the setup.
Indicative results are presented in Fig. 2. We focused our study
on usual operating conditions of our spectrometer corresponding
to deceleration factors F = 4 and F = 8. The experimental setup simulated is presently located at the 5 MV tandem accelerator facility
of the NCSR Demokritos in Athens, Greece [26], for which the
length of the gas cell is Lc ¼ 50 mm, the distance of the center of
the gas cell from the lens entry is s0 ¼ 289 mm and the radius of
the lens entry aperture is r ¼ 2 mm. For clarity the V p s axis is plotted in log scale. It is seen that the value Gs increases rapidly for distances up to about 200 mm and then drops off much slower over
distances that may reach meters.
This can be qualitatively understood as follows: Small V p s values, i.e. V p s  s0 , practically correspond to short decay times s.
Thus, the majority of the excited ions decay well before they reach
the lens entrance. Therefore the temporal term can be considered
constant and the correction factor Gs increases solely due to the
increase of the solid angle, i.e. the geometrical term. On the other
hand, for large decay times, i.e. V p s  s0 the situation is inverted.
Most of the ions decay after they enter the lens all the way through
the spectrometer and possibly even after exiting it in the back. In
this case, the geometrical term is constant, while the temporal

Fig. 2. The effective solid angle correction factor Gs is plotted as a function of the
universal parameter V p s, where V p is the projectile velocity and s the lifetime of the
state. [Top] Deceleration factor F = 4. [Bottom] Deceleration factor F = 8. The solid
lines represent analytical calculations based on Eqs. (1)–(4) limited to maximum
angles h 6 hmax ¼ 2:2 for F = 4 and hmax ¼ 1:6 for F = 8 for which the analytical
results scale exactly to the SIMION simulation results. s0 is the distance of the target
gas cell center to the lens entry of the spectrograph.

term is decreasing exponentially and thus the effective solid angle
and therefore the correction factor Gs follow the exponential decay
pattern observed in the simulations. For intermediate decay times,
V p s and s0 are of the same order, as are the temporal and geometrical terms, resulting in a maximum observed in our case around
200 mm after the gas cell center.
The same behaviour was observed for the case of deceleration
factor F = 8 although a decrease of about 30% for the larger values
of Gs is evident. This decrease is attributed to the higher deceleration conditions. Higher deceleration is necessary for achieving
improved energy resolution, however, it usually comes at the
expense of electron transmission even for spectrographs equipped
with a focusing/decelerating lens at their entrance. The reason is
that even for prompt states higher deceleration conditions allow
for much smaller angles h to be transmitted than the maximum
angle hmax allowed by the geometry with no deceleration. SIMION
simulations for deceleration factors F = 4 and F = 8 for both prompt
and metastable states are presented in Fig. 3. Assuming an ion
beam energy of 1 MeV/amu (V p ¼ 13:89 mm=ns) and an Auger
energy of 229.64 eV, it is seen that the prompt state, when detected
at F = 4, has a detection efﬁciency larger by a factor of 1.85 compared to that for F = 8. Similarly, for a metastable state having a lifetime of s ¼ 10 ns and V p s ¼ 138:9 mm, the detection efﬁciency for
F = 4 remains not only higher than that for F = 8 after multiplying

Fig. 3. Comparison of line proﬁles and overall detection efﬁciencies for prompt and
metastable states at deceleration factor F = 4 and F = 8 for an ion beam energy of
1 MeV/amu and an Auger energy of 229.64 eV. For very short lifetimes (prompt
states) the line proﬁles are seen to be practically identical in shape for either F = 4 or
F = 8. However, the detection efﬁciency is higher for F = 4 by a factor of 1.85. For
much longer lifetimes (metastable states) with s ¼ 10 ns and V p s ¼ 138:9 mm, the
detection efﬁciency for F = 4 is seen to be slightly higher than that for F = 8, while
the line proﬁles for F = 4 are seen to be much broader than for F = 8.
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by 1.85, but is seen to even have a quite different spectral distribution. The lower, and to a lesser extent, the higher energy wings are
clearly narrower for F = 8. The lower energy asymmetric part corresponds kinematically to larger angles h [11] that depart from
paraxial values necessary for the F = 8 deceleration conditions
and thus are ﬁltered out of the peak area by the entry lens.
It should be emphasized that the above results depend somewhat on the focusing conditions, i.e. on the particular lens voltages
utilized. In this study for both cases optimum lens voltages were
utilized determined either experimentally in the case of F = 4 or
via SIMION simulations in the case of F = 8. By optimum we mean
the voltages that result in the optimal (i.e. highest) spectrograph
energy resolution.
Going one step further, in order to obtain a deeper understanding of the functional behavior of Gs , we performed analytical calculations based on Eqs. (1)–(4) using the Mathematica package.
These calculations do not depend on the deceleration factor since
they only depend on geometrical and temporal parameters. In
our approach we restricted the solid angle to a smaller maximum
value hmax . Since hmax is deﬁned by the radius of the lens entry aperture r and the point of emission, we adjusted r accordingly to selectively limit the value of hmax . We then varied hmax so to match the
analytical result to the SIMION result at the maximum Gs value.
We, thus, obtained the value of hmax ¼ 2:2 . After repeating these
calculations for all the values of the variable V p s we found, to
our surprise, that they accurately reproduced our SIMION results.
Similar results, but for an angle of hmax ¼ 1:6 were obtained for
the case of F = 8 as illustrated in Fig. 3 by the solid lines. This outcome strongly indicates that only a narrow range of h angles
(h K hmax ) is detected, while all higher values are ﬁltered out by
the spectrometer focusing/deceleration elements.
We attempted to verify the above analytical result by repeating
the same hmax study in the SIMION environment. We compared the
1s2s2p 4 P metastable peak spectral distribution for various hmax
angles to that of the maximum kinematically allowed value of
hmax ¼ 40:3 [11]. As shown in Fig. 4, the metastable peak distribution was accurately reproduced for hmax ¼ 2:0 in excellent agreement with the previous analytical calculations. This unexpected
ﬁnding is of great importance for two reasons: Firstly, it provides
a detailed insight into the angle ﬁltering action imposed by the
focusing/deceleration process. Secondly, it also provides an

Fig. 4. Comparison of the 1s2s2p 4 P metastable state line proﬁle computed by
SIMION for different values of hmax angles including the maximum kinematically
allowed value of hmax ¼ 40:3 for the parameters of Fig. 3. The line proﬁle for
hmax ¼ 2 is seen to be near agreement with that for hmax ¼ 40:3 . These results are
also in excellent agreement with analytical calculations.

accurate value for the correction factor Gs even when obtained
by the analytical calculation. Even if SIMION is used, the solid angle
can be restricted to much smaller values than the kinematically
allowed, resulting in a dramatic decrease in the overall large simulation time.
3. Summary and conclusion
In this work we report on an extended investigation of the
effective solid angle correction for a hemispherical deﬂector analyser with injection lens for metastable projectile Auger electrons.
Utilizing a SIMION 8.1 Monte Carlo type simulations approach
we have determined the correction factor’s dependence on the universal parameter V p s, i.e. the product of the projectile velocity V p
and the lifetime of the metastable state s, at typical deceleration
conditions of F = 4 and F = 8. Our SIMION investigations show that
only solid angles corresponding to h K hmax ¼ 2 contribute to the
overall detected Auger yield for the metastable states, while higher
values are ﬁltered out by the injection lens. Once the appropriate
much smaller limiting angle hmax has been determined it can be
used in our analytical calculations which are then in agreement
with our SIMION, a fact of immediate practical importance since
we may now use the much faster analytic calculations of the effective solid angle correction for such spectrometers. These calculations are important for obtaining accurate correction factors for
use in the determination of the electron yield of metastable states,
as for example the ratio R ¼ 1s2s2p 4 P=2 P of recent interest as large
departures from the expected statistical value of R ¼ 2 have been
reported.
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